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The farmland social-ecological system is an integral part of a regional

ecological system, and uses its unique perspective to trace the evolution of

vulnerability of the whole ecosystem. Based on the theory of ecosystem

vulnerability, the Vulnerability Scoping Diagram (VSD) assessment framework

and index system of farmland system vulnerability were constructed by using

multi-factor comprehensive analysis, ArcGIS spatial analysis and a factor

contribution model. We evaluate the dynamic changes and influencing

factors of farmland system vulnerability in Sanmenxia City, aiming to

demonstrate the ways in which this vulnerability changes. The results

showed a downward trend in the vulnerability of the farmland system in the

city over a period of 17 years, from 0.60 in 2000 to 0.36 in 2016. From a spatial

perspective, the distribution of vulnerability is uneven in each district and

county. The pattern of vulnerability changed from “high in the Middle East-

low in the southwest” in 2000 to “high in the Middle East-low in the southeast”

in 2016. Population growth, high-speed urbanization, intensity of farmland use,

factor input intensity and other human social and economic activities, together

with the implementation of regional agricultural policies, have reduced the

natural risk impact on the farmland social-ecological system. This is highly

significant in revealing the overall evolution process and regional ecosystem

mechanisms and informs the discussion on farmland social-ecosystem

vulnerability in these representative areas.
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1 Introduction

Farmland is a composite social-ecological system (SES)

with the highest degree of human dependence (Neset et al.,

2019) and a part of the regional ecosystem (Hagenlocher et al.,

2018; Lazzari et al., 2020). The study of farmland SES reveals

the evolutionary rules of the overall vulnerability of

ecosystems from a particular perspective (Wiréhn et al.,

2017; Neset et al., 2019). In recent years, the farmland

system has shown two kinds of mutually repelling,

ecological service functions. One is that of significantly

increasing risk to the farmland system due to disasters,

extreme weather and excessive human disturbance (O´

Brien et al., 2004; Bindi and Olesen, 2011), and the other is

excessive food, fiber and energy production, which is

continuously provided by farmland systems addressing

human needs (Fischer et al., 2002; Berry et al., 2006;

Kovács et al., 2017; Wiréhn, 2018), showing strong

stability. In 2020, as a result of global environmental

change, many regions in China suffered natural disasters in

the form of floods, geological disasters, hail and typhoons. A

total of 138 million people were affected throughout the year,

with the affected area of crops reaching 19, 957, 700 hm2;

however, the total national grain output in 2020 was

669.49 million tons, an increase of 5.65 million tons on

2019, or 0.9%, reflecting the coexistence of both the

vulnerability and stability of the farmland system.

Farmland system stability relates to strategies for both food

security and people’s livelihoods. To demonstrate the rules for

change of farmland system vulnerability, this research

addresses the following questions: What is the impact on

the regional farmland system and what changes have taken

place? What are the factors driving the continuous

development of the farmland system? What measures do

humans need to take to cope with these changes? From the

perspective of regional farmland system vulnerability, using

Sanmenxia (Henan Province, China) City as a typical example,

this research constructed a Vulnerability Scoping Diagram

(VSD) model and established an assessment indicator

system for farmland system vulnerability. The research

analyzed this vulnerability in three ways, in terms of

exposure, sensitivity and adaptive capacity. This research is

important for maintaining farmland functions and structure,

promoting the sustainable development of agriculture, and

maintaining the stability of the ecosystem (Walker and Salt,

2006). Meanwhile, the social-ecological system operates a

cascade mechanism, and cross-scale interaction is

considered to be the basis of this cascading regime

transformation (Pulver et al., 2018; Rocha et al., 2018),

therefore, research on the micro-scale ecosystem process

provides a valuable reference for the ecosystem over a wider

spatial range or a long time period and determines the dynamic

process of the system (Peters et al., 2007; Ting et al., 2020).

2 Theoretical background and
analytical framework

2.1 Review of studies of farmland system
vulnerability

Social-ecological vulnerability is when individuals or

groups in the system cannot cope with pressure

interference, which affects the cascade effect of the system

and the independent feedback between social and ecological

components (Adger, 2000; Adger, 2006; Cinner et al., 2012;

Lazzari et al., 2021). The farmland system is part of the

composite SES (Wang et al., 2021). In this system, humans,

land resources and the environment interact on multiple

spatial and temporal scales (Liu et al., 2007; Wilson et al.,

2018; Wiréhn, 2018), leading to a system with a dynamic,

complex, adaptive nested structure and multiple functional

characteristics, which are constantly reshaped by external

factors (such as environmental, social, economic, and

political changes) and internal factors (e.g., social,

economic, political changes, labor availability, production

inputs, and other changes in livelihood needs) (Adger,

2006; Rockenbauch and Sakdapolrak, 2017). Such

interaction of internal and external factors may

unexpectedly disturb the farmland SES (Li and Zander,

2019) and produce feedback effects on social and natural

systems (Chen et al., 2019). Therefore, there is some

urgency to solve the complexity of the various services of

social-ecological, farmland systems and to understand

how social and economic services respond to system

interventions and the vulnerability challenges this causes,

and the need for sustainable management of farmland

resources (Wang, 2021).

The farmland system has the dual attributes of agricultural

and land resources. The FAO (2021) and the

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC, 2001)

pointed out that vulnerability relates to the various risks of

food insecurity or malnutrition, including factors that affect

people’s ability to cope with stress or change, and the degree to

which natural or social systems are vulnerable or incapable of

coping with the adverse effects of climate change. Existing

studies have mainly focused on vulnerability in the fields of

climate change and ecosystem services (Cinner et al., 2013;

Thiault et al., 2017; Siegel et al., 2019). These studies were

mainly concerned with the causes of farming vulnerability due

to changes in land use arising from climate change (Jamir,

2013; Bennett et al., 2016) and disaster intrusion (Jinno, 1995;

Brugere, 2003; Huang et al., 2012); the dimensions of analysis

mainly included system exposure (Pereira, 2012), government

and farmer input (Jamir, 2013), infrastructure and industrial

sensitivity and other dimensions affecting ecosystem

vulnerability (Speranza, 2014; Rogers, 2020), the

vulnerability of farmers’ production and livelihoods
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(Ashley, 2000; Brugere, 2003; Tebbotha, 2019), and the

vulnerability of food security and the agricultural industry

(Ashley, 2000.; Xie, 2014).

Many theoretical frameworks for vulnerability research have

been developed in the past decade, among which Value Sensitive

Design (VSD) and Agent Differential Vulnerability (ADV)

integrated vulnerability assessment frameworks are widely

applied. Acosta-Michlik and Rounsevell (2012) established an

ADV framework to elaborate on the complexity and dynamics of

human-environmental interactions to predict the degree of

ecological vulnerability in different regions. Using the VSD

vulnerability framework, Jamir et al. (2013) selected evaluation

indicators from exposure, sensitivity and vulnerability to evaluate

the vulnerability of farmers in Nagaland, India, and classified the

driving factors of this.

In summary, previous studies have been limited to large-

scale land and agricultural systems, however, few studies took

the farmland system (that intersects the land and agricultural

systems) as the object of research. In particular, there was a

lack of evaluation and analysis of farmland system

vulnerability in typical regions and few studies have

focused on the factors that cause this. Therefore, we aimed

to reveal the disturbance mechanism of the farmland system

in the face of both natural and consequent social disasters,

revealing the key factors influencing the development of a

more stable and improved farmland system (Salvati et al.,

2011), to cultivate and maintain its adaptive capacity and to

allow it to be quickly updated and reshaped after any

disturbance (Armitage, 2008).

2.2 Theoretical framework

With the increase of the degree of risk and uncertainty of

the farmland system, the vulnerability framework has become a

useful tool for assessing SES vulnerability (Adger, 2006). VSD

can address SES problems that are difficult to solve using

traditional methods, such as space and time complexity,

nonlinearity, feedback loops and uncertainty (Mumby et al.,

2014; Pham et al., 2017), and therefore, it is widely applied in

system vulnerability assessment. The ADV model focuses on

predicting the future, while the VSDmodel is better at assessing

the current situation. Based on the VSD framework proposed

by Kienberger (2013), farmland system vulnerability is assessed

by its exposure, sensitivity and adaptive capacity. In this

section, the literature on the theoretical framework is

presented, followed by an introduction to the data sources

and research methods. The assessment results of typical

cases are then described before the analysis of these results

and final conclusions.

2.2.1 The conceptual framework of vulnerability
As shown in Figure 1, the basic framework of the VSD

model consists of three dimensions: exposure, sensitivity and

adaptive capacity. Exposure refers to the degree to which the

system may be susceptible to damage and is generally related

to the “risk” faced by the system; the degree of exposure

depends on the probability of exposure to potential threats

to the system and determines the degree of potential loss it

faces (Turner et al., 2003; Smit and Wandel, 2006; Perry et al.,

FIGURE 1
Vulnerability elements and interrelations of the farmland system.
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2011). Sensitivity refers to the degree of difficulty for the

system to maintain normal operations when it is subjected to

external disturbances (Watts and Bohle, 1993), mainly

reflecting the system’s ability to resist threat; the level of

sensitivity depends on the system’s stability. Systems with

lower sensitivity are less likely to be affected by disturbances

and are more likely to maintain normal operations (O’Brien

and Leichenko, 2000; O’Brien et al., 2004). Adaptive capacity

is the ability of the system to adjust its productive activities

and resource management strategies in response to

disturbances. It determines the actual loss of the system

when it suffers damage, therefore, the lower the adaptive

capacity, the lower the actual damage to the system. The

system changes, adjusting its state and parameters through

its own adaptive capacity and human adaptive behavior,

which affects its actual state under exposure pressure and

its ability to recover after damage (Folke et al., 2003; Cinner

et al., 2009; Bussey et al., 2012; Bennett et al., 2014). The VSD

model classifies and displays the vulnerability elements,

clearly explaining the relationship between these, and

builds a complete assessment framework (Adger, 2006) that

provides a theoretical basis for constructing an indicator

assessment system and selecting assessment indicators.

2.2.2 Relationship between the three dimensions
of vulnerability

The vulnerability of the farmland system is the result of the dual

impact of the natural environment and human activities due to the

intervention of various policies such as farmland utilization,

protection and restoration (Walker et al., 2004; Berkes and Ross,

2016). The impact on the natural environment mainly comes from

meteorological and geological disasters such as extreme low

temperature, frost, drought, and floods (Copeland et al., 2020), in

terms of interference to human activity, with the feedback effect of

human production and plundering of crops. Increasing crop

plundering reduces the return of farmland system production,

destroys farmers’ intention to retain farmland for planting, and

leads to abandonment, pollution and loss of farmland system

functions (Cutter, 2016; Siegel et al., 2019). If the dual impact of

natural and human activities is positive, it will weaken the

vulnerability of the farmland system; if it is negative, it will

strengthen its vulnerability and undermine the stable operation

of the system (Saja et al., 2019). The sensitivity of the farmland

system is its response to exposure; the magnitude and rate of this

response reflect the sensitivity degree of the farmland system to

disaster intrusion (Copeland et al., 2020). Adaptive capacity captures

the ability to respond to and address social and ecological changes by

FIGURE 2
Location map of Sanmenxia City. (source from: National Earth System Science Data Center of the Chinese Academy, http:www.geodata.cn).
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mitigating, coping with and recovering from the potential impact

caused by a particular pressure (Thiault et al., 2019). The adaptive

capacity of the farmland system can adjust and change the

parameters of the potential state and determine the actual loss;

the self-organization and adjustment capacity of the farmland

system, policy protection and technology upgrades have

improved the antagonistic ability of farmland to cope with risks

(Lorenz, 2013).

3 Materials and methods

3.1 Characteristics of the study area

Covering an area of 10,496 km2, Sanmenxia City is

located in the western part of Henan Province on the

south bank of the Yellow River Delta and is the

intersection of the eastern extension of the Qinling

Mountains with Funiu Mountain, Xiong’er Mountain and

Xiao Mountain. Sanmenxia City has the obvious

characteristics of a transition zone. First, located at the

intersection of the eastern edge of the Loess Plateau and

the Yellow River Delta, it is the transition zone from the Loess

Plateau to the alluvial plain. Second, located in the

Qinling Mountains (Huai River transition zone), it is a

transitional zone from a semi-humid to a semi-arid

climate. In terms of the administrative location,

Sanmenxia City borders Luoyang City to the east,

Weinan to the west, Yuncheng of Shanxi Province to the

north across the Yellow River and Nanyang to the south. It is

the junction area of Henan, Shaanxi and Shanxi provinces. It

is not only the central city of the Yellow River Golden

Triangle region but is also a node city along the Belt and

Road, so it has an important strategic location. Under the

FIGURE 3
Changes in the farmland area of Sanmenxia City. (source from: Sanmenxia Natural Resources Bureau and the Statistical Yearbook of Sanmentxia
City from 2000-2017).
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jurisdiction of Sanmenxia City, there are two districts and

four counties, namely, Hubin District, Shanzhou

District, Lingbao City, Yima City, Mianchi County, and

Lushi County. In 2017, the city’s total population was

2,305,500 and regional GDP was 146.081 billion yuan,

representing an increase of almost ten times that of 2000.

GDP grew steadily in 2000–2018 with an annual growth rate

of 13.81%.

3.2 Data source

3.2.1 Land use data
The remote sensing images of Landsat TM/ETM/OLI

30*30 m provided by the National Earth System Science Data

Center of the Institute of Geographical Sciences and Resources of

the Chinese Academy of Sciences were the main data source of

the study. After image fusion processing, geometric correction,

image enhancement and splicing, the remote sensing data of

farmland in the years 2000 (Figure 3A), 2005 (Figure 3B), 2010

(Figure 3C), and 2015 (Figure 3D) were obtained using the

human-computer interaction visual interpretation method. In

combination with the land change survey data provided by

Sanmenxia Natural Resources Bureau and the Statistical

Yearbook of Sanmenxia City from 2000 to 2017, the farmland

utilization data of each county and district were obtained, as

shown in Table 1 and Figure 4. The number and transfer

direction of farmland change in the periods 2000–2005

(Figure 4A), 2005–2010 (Figure 4B), 2010–2015 (Figure 4C),

and 2000–2015 (Figure 4D) were calculated using the transfer

matrix, as shown in Figure 5. Due to changes in the quantity of

farmland, the per capita farmland area in Sanmenxia City in

TABLE 1 Farmland area in Sanmenxia City from 2000 to
2015 Unit: hm2.

District 2000 2005 2010 2015

Hubin County 99.53 100.89 100.19 99.98

Mianchi County 730.97 717.09 715.47 713.77

Lushi County 682.47 681.81 681.11 681.02

Yima City 64.61 63.36 58.99 58.99

Lingbao City 979.59 1,011.86 1,011.85 1,010.36

Shanxian County 781.62 781.74 779.44 775.41

Sanmenxia City 3,338.79 3,356.75 3,349.82 3,339.53

FIGURE 4
Direction of farmland transfer in Sanmenxia City.
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2018 was 0.0762 ha, which was lower than the per capita quantity

of 0.0853 ha in Henan Province at the end of 2016 and lower than

the per capita farmland area of 0.9667 ha in the whole country.

3.2.2 Data collected in the field
Wewent to Sanmenxia City and the districts and counties under

its jurisdiction to collect data and conduct interviews. Sanmenxia

Meteorological Bureau provided meteorological observation data

and agricultural meteorological disaster data from various

meteorological stations for the years 2000–2017. The Agriculture

Bureau of Sanmenxia City and its districts and counties provided

data on agricultural production, agricultural disasters and disaster

prevention for this period. Farmland protection experts from the

Sanmenxia Municipal Bureau of Land and Resources and the

Agriculture Bureau scored each of the selected indicators.

3.2.3 Statistical data
Statistical data was obtained from the Henan Statistical

Yearbook, Sanmenxia Statistical Yearbook, Sanmenxia

Almanac, and statistical yearbooks of districts and counties of

Sanmenxia City, the Land and Resources Bulletin, the Bulletin of

Soil and Water Conservation of Henan Province, statistical

bulletins, and government work reports of districts and

counties of Sanmenxia City in 2000–2017.

3.3 Methods

3.3.1 Construction of the vulnerability
assessment indicator system

The complexity of the farmland system itself makes it

difficult to select and construct a farmland system

vulnerability assessment system. Since system vulnerability is

unobservable and cannot be directly measured (Carpenter,

2005), we used a combination of multiple indicators to

characterize three dimensions of system vulnerability, as

indicated in Table 2.

3.3.1.1 Exposure

The risks faced by the farmland system mainly come from

changes in the natural environment and the interference of

human social activities. Mean annual temperature and annual

rainfall can indicate water and thermal conditions throughout

the year, and changes in temperature and precipitation have a

crucial impact on crop growth. Annual drought days and

torrential rain days reflect the risk probability of agro-

meteorological disasters, with the former determined by the

soil entropy measurement report, and the latter according to

the standard of 30 mm of rainfall within 12 h and 50 mm of

rainfall within 24 h. Per capita farmland reflects the change in

the amount of farmland; a decrease in the amount of farmland

resources threatens food security. Changes in highway

density, population density and urbanization reflect the

degree of stress on the farmland system caused by social

and economic development. Discharge of industrial

wastewater may pollute the farmland and affect

environmental conditions and crop growth. In addition to

the pollution of industrial wastewater, we should also pay

attention to the agricultural non-point source pollution

caused by the use of pesticides, fertilizers and mulching

films. The more of this is used, the greater the threat of

pollution to the farmland.

3.3.1.2 Sensitivity

Grain yield is an important indicator of measuring the

operational status of the farmland system. The more stable the

farmland system, the higher the grain yield. The

multiple cropping index and reclamation rate reflect the

intensity of farmland use. Insufficient use of farmland

resources leads to wasted resources, while overdevelopment

also leads to problems such as farmland and environmental

degradation. The water-soil coordination reflects the

irrigation level of the farmland, and an improvement in

irrigation capacity can ensure the growth of crops. The

forest coverage rate and sewage treatment rate are

responses to the ecological environment and pollution

threats. The expansion of vegetation coverage can preserve

water and soil and improve the quality of the ecological

environment. Farmland ecosystem resilience characterizes

its ability to maintain the structure and pattern of the

ecological environment, namely, the ability of farmland to

gradually rebound and recover after disturbance (Lizhen et al.,

2010).

3.3.1.3 Adaptive capacity

Financial investment in agriculture by government can

reflect their efforts to improve agricultural technological

innovation and progress. The proportion of financial

expenditure on environmental protection reflects the degree of

investment in environmental governance. The higher the degree,

the better the quality of the ecological environment. Rural

FIGURE 5
Changes in the vulnerability of the farmland system in
Sanmenxia City.
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income per capita reflects the changes in farmers’ income, and

increases can promote an improvement in farming levels. The

employment level in primary industry reflects the flow of

agricultural labor and changes in the industrial structure.

Generally, the lower the employment level in primary

industry, the less development and use of farmland resources.

The number of motor-pumped wells and the general level of

agricultural mechanization reflect the degree of agricultural

infrastructure and mechanization. The better the farming

conditions, the higher the adaptive capacity of the farmland

system.

3.3.2 Assessment and classification of farmland
system vulnerability

In this study, we used the composite index method to assess

farmland system vulnerability. The core of this method lies in

the construction of the indicator system and the determination

of the weight of each indicator. The calculation model is as

follows:

VI � ∑
n

i�1
PijWi (1)

where VI denotes the farmland system vulnerability index, Pij
is the standardized value of each vulnerability indicator

factor, Wi is the weight of the ith indicator, n is the

number of vulnerability indicators; the indicator

value of each dimension is calculated by the value of each

indicator.

With reference to previous research results and the results of

Formula 1, we classified the vulnerability index of the farmland

system into five levels from high to low: extreme, severe,

moderate, mild and slight, as shown in Table 3. The greater

TABLE 2 Assessment indicator system for farmland system vulnerability.

Target hierarchy Criterion
hierarchy

Indicator hierarchy Indicator
weight

Indicator
nature

Farmland system
vulnerability

Exposure X1 Mean annual temperature (°C) 0.021 −

X2 Mean annual rainfall (mm) 0.031 −

X3 Annual drought days 0.063 +

X4 Annual torrential rain days 0.041 +

X5 Per capita farmland (hm2) 0.041 −

X6 Highway density (km/km2) 0.050 −

X7 Population density (people/km2) 0.024 +

X8 Urbanization rate (%) 0.022 +

X9 Pesticide load per unit of farmland (kg/hm2) 0.022 +

X10 Fertilizer load per unit of farmland (kg/hm2) 0.013 +

X11 Mulching film load per unit of farmland (kg/hm2) 0.022 +

X12 Wastewater load per unit of farmland (kg/hm2) 0.035 +

Sensitivity X13 Grain yield (kg/hm2) 0.027 −

X14 Multiple cropping index 0.023 +

X15 Reclamation rate (%) 0.044 −

X16 Water-soil coordination 0.088 −

X17 Forest coverage rate (%) 0.056 −

X18 Sewage treatment rate (%) 0.045 −

X19 Farmland ecosystem resilience 0.065 −

Adaptive capacity X20 Agricultural financial expenditure per unit of farmland (104

yuan/hm2)
0.064 −

X21 Ratio of environmental protection expenditure (%) 0.019 −

X22 Total rural income per capita (yuan) 0.038 −

X23 Employment level in primary industry 0.020 −

X24 Agricultural output value per unit of farmland (104 yuan/hm2) 0.018 −

X25 Number of motor-pumped wells (unit) 0.055 −

X26 Agricultural mechanization level 0.053 −

Note: + means the indicator has a positive impact on farmland system vulnerability, and − means the indicator has a negative impact on farmland system vulnerability.
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the vulnerability index of the farmland system, the higher the

vulnerability level.

3.3.3 Data processing and determination of
indicator weight
3.3.3.1 Data processing

Since the factors influencing farmland system vulnerability

are of different units, it is necessary to standardize the data and

unify the dimensions. We used the maximum and minimum

method to nondimensionalize the original data. The calculation

formula is as follows:

Positive indicator:

Pij � Xij −Xmin

X max −Xmin
(2)

Negative indicator:

Pij � Xmax−Xij

Xmax −Xmin
(3)

where Pij is the standardized value of the indicator, Xij is the

original data of the jth indicator in the ith year, and Xmax

and Xmin are the maximum and minimum values of the jth

indicator.

3.3.3.2 Determination of indicator weight

In this study, we used the subjective and objective combined

weighting method to determine the weight of each indicator. For

objective weighting, we used the entropy method, and for

subjective weighting, we used the analytic hierarchy

process (AHP).

3.3.3.2.1 Entropy method. We constructed a judgment

matrix and determined the weight based on the amount of

information contained in the indicator data and its effect on

system changes. First, if there arem indicators and n objects to be

evaluated, the information entropy of the jth indicator is

calculated:

fij � Pij

∑n
j�1Pij

(4)

where k = 1/ln m, k > 0; Pij is the standardized indicator value;

when fij = 0, let fij ln fij = 0.

Next, the effect value hj of the jth indicator is calculated:

hj � 1 − ej (5)

The weight Wi of the jth indicator is calculated:

wi � 1 −Hi

1 −∑m
i�1Hi

(6)

where n = 1,2,3 . . . . . . ;0<wi<1∑m
j�1wi, = 1.

According to the above calculations, we can obtain the

entropy weight of each indicator, and then determine the

weight value wq of the objective weighting method.

3.3.3.2.2 Determination of factor weight value. According

to the expert scoring, by calculating the maximum eigenvalue

λmax of the judgment matrix and the corresponding eigenvector

W, we can obtain the ranking weight of the relative importance

of the factors of the same hierarchical level relative to a factor of

the previous hierarchical level. The calculation steps are as

follows:

Multiply the values in the matrix by rows and calculate the

nth power of the product, get Wi, normalize Wi, and obtain wi;

λi �
∑n

j�1aijwj

wi
(7)

λ max � ∑n
i�1λi
n

(8)

TABLE 3 Classification of farmland system vulnerability.

Vulnerability
level

Definition References

Extreme The structure of the farmland system is greatly damaged, ecological functions are lost, environment is
polluted, and disasters occur frequently and are harmful

Bennett et al., 2016; Barros et al.
(2014)

Severe The structural damage of the farmland system is relatively serious, farmland degradation and ecological
damage are relatively serious, and disasters occur frequently and have a greater impact on social and
economic development

O’Brien et al. (2000); Marull et al.
(2007)

Moderate The structure of the farmland system is damaged, the ecological environment is deteriorated, the service
functions are destroyed, disasters occur from time to time, and the production activities of farmland are
greatly disturbed

Adger, (2006); Speranza et al. (2014)

Mild The structure of the farmland system is relatively complete, the operation is good, and the ecological
environment is basically stable. The farmland is slightly disturbed and destroyed, but it has little impact on
the production activities of the farmland

Tuler et al. (2008); Wilson et al.
(2013)

Slight The structure of the farmland system is complete, the operational status is healthy, the ecological
environment is stable, the flow of material and energy is smooth, and the input and output effect of farmland
is good

Brklacich et al. (2009); Xutong,
(2020)
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On the basis of single level ranking, calculate the weight

value of the previous level factors for the next level to finally

obtain the total level of ranking. After calculating all weight

vectors, test the consistency of the comparison matrix. Only the

determination of the weight passing the consistency test is valid.

The consistency coefficient CR < 0.1 means that the judgment

matrix passes the consistency test. If it fails, the judgment

matrix needs to be readjusted until it reaches the satisfactory

consistency standard:

CI � λmax −n
n − 1

(9)

CR � CI
RI

(10)

where CI denotes the consistency coefficient of the judgment

matrix and RI is the average random consistency coefficient.

According to the above calculations, on the basis of passing

the consistency test, we can obtain the subjective weight valueWp

of each indicator.

3.3.3.2.3 Combined weighting method. The combined

weighting method comprehensively considers the subjective

and objective factors and integrates the indicator weights

obtained by the objective and subjective weighting methods to

obtain the combined weight. In this study, we took the average of

the two as the combined weight as follows:

Wi � Wq+Wp

2
(11)

where Wq is the weight coefficient obtained by the entropy

method, and Wp the weight coefficient obtained by the AHP.

3.4 Factor contribution degree model

Identifying the contribution factors influencing

vulnerability can assist in further diagnosing the

vulnerability mechanism. The stability of the farmland

system has an inverse relationship to its vulnerability, in

other words, the lower the vulnerability value, the better the

operational state of the farmland system. Therefore, using the

principle of contribution degree, we improved the obstacle

degree model to be a factor contribution degree model, to

calculate the contribution value that affects the negative state

as follows:

Di � SiVi

∑n
i�1SiVi

× 100% (12)

Ur � ∑Di (13)
Si � Wr × Wi (14)

whereDi is the contribution degree indicating the degree of effect

of the ith indicator on the vulnerability of the farmland system; Si
is the weight of the ith indicator to the overall target; Vi is the

indicator membership degree, namely, the evaluation value of the

ith indicator; Ur is the contribution degree of the rth criterion to

the vulnerability; Wr is the weight of the rth criterion; and Wi is

the weight of the ith indicator.

4 Evaluation results of the
vulnerability of the Sanmenxia City
farmland system

4.1 Indicator weight results and
vulnerability classification

According to the calculation results of the above Formulas

2ormulas –Formulas 12, the weights of the entropy method of

Sanmenxia City and its districts and counties are shown in

Table 4.

According to the classification criteria for farmland system

vulnerability assessment, we divided the vulnerability of the

Sanmenxia City farmland system into five levels, as shown in

Table 5.

4.2 Temporal changes in vulnerability

Using the farmland system vulnerability assessment method,

we standardized the original data to obtain standardized values of

the vulnerability assessment indicators of the farmland system in

Sanmenxia City and its districts and counties. Then, using the

vulnerability calculation formula, we calculated its vulnerability

in 2000–2017, as shown in Figure 5.

From Figure 4, we can see that in 2000–2017, the overall

vulnerability of the farmland system in Sanmenxia City showed a

declining trend, decreasing from 0.60 to 0.36, a decrease of 39.7%,

with overall vulnerability significantly declining. In 2000–2010,

farmland system vulnerability showed a fluctuating downward

trend as it was relatively high, and the fluctuations were large.

After 2010, vulnerability gradually saw small fluctuations; during

this period, the operation of the farmland system was stable, and

development occurred. During the past 18 years, the

vulnerability level declined from extreme to mild, indicating

that the environment has improved greatly, with increases in

both its sustainability and resilience.

4.2.1 Changes in exposure
Farmland system exposure characterizes the degree to which

farmland is disturbed by external factors. It is not only related to

the intensity and frequency of disasters faced by the system, but

also is affected by the characteristics of the system and its ability

to withstand these disasters. From the perspective of risk stress,

the exposure of the farmland system is influenced by the

interaction of natural factors such as climate change,

meteorological disasters, and human, social and economic
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activities. To a certain extent, human activities can intensify or

slow these influences.

From Figure 6, we can see that the overall exposure of the

farmland system showed an upward trend, although these

changes were not large, increasing from 0.16 in 2000 to

0.21 in 2017, an increase of 31%. The increase in the

exposure index of the farmland system indicates that the

farmland was more affected by natural and human

disturbances, as the environment deteriorated, the risk to it

was increased, and its stability was undermined. In 2000–2005,

the exposure index declined slightly, although there were small

fluctuations; in 2006–2012, the exposure index fluctuated

greatly from 0.21 in 2007 to 0.14 in 2010, reaching a peak of

0.23 in 2012; after 2013, the exposure index showed a small

declining trend and the farmland system remained at a high

exposure level.

4.2.2 Changes in sensitivity
Changes in the sensitivity of the farmland system can reflect

the damage caused by disasters. Sensitivity is the response to

exposure and is mainly influenced by the frequency and

amplitude of system interference factors, manifesting in

phenomena such as changes in farmland yield and ecological

degradation. The level of sensitivity can indicate the stability of

the farmland system, as systems with lower sensitivity generally

have higher stability.

TABLE 4 Weights of indicators of farmland system vulnerability obtained by the combined weighting method.

Area\indicator Sanmenxia city Hubin district Shanzhou district Lingbao city Yima city Mianchi county Lushi county

X1 0.021 0.012 0.022 0.012 0.017 0.016 0.015

X2 0.031 0.046 0.032 0.035 0.032 0.031 0.033

X3 0.063 0.069 0.065 0.060 0.064 0.062 0.063

X4 0.041 0.049 0.046 0.052 0.039 0.038 0.041

X5 0.041 0.029 0.052 0.030 0.042 0.038 0.045

X6 0.050 0.038 0.037 0.050 0.074 0.051 0.042

X7 0.024 0.027 0.027 0.027 0.042 0.032 0.019

X8 0.022 0.021 0.031 0.024 0.017 0.020 0.023

X9 0.022 0.025 0.013 0.033 0.029 0.014 0.017

X10 0.013 0.017 0.016 0.020 0.027 0.014 0.016

X11 0.022 0.054 0.018 0.021 0.024 0.014 0.018

X12 0.035 0.053 0.013 0.032 0.038 0.051 0.032

X13 0.027 0.029 0.037 0.029 0.019 0.044 0.026

X14 0.023 0.024 0.020 0.032 0.039 0.036 0.045

X15 0.044 0.015 0.042 0.016 0.032 0.047 0.061

X16 0.088 0.077 0.087 0.079 0.070 0.078 0.071

X17 0.056 0.054 0.049 0.062 0.025 0.041 0.052

X18 0.045 0.038 0.038 0.060 0.046 0.041 0.049

X19 0.065 0.036 0.063 0.037 0.052 0.067 0.082

X20 0.064 0.062 0.064 0.064 0.063 0.065 0.058

X21 0.019 0.033 0.018 0.020 0.027 0.022 0.020

X22 0.038 0.045 0.038 0.042 0.039 0.034 0.035

X23 0.020 0.033 0.019 0.029 0.027 0.015 0.015

X24 0.018 0.016 0.025 0.018 0.024 0.021 0.017

X25 0.055 0.058 0.058 0.057 0.051 0.054 0.055

X26 0.053 0.040 0.074 0.060 0.040 0.056 0.050

TABLE 5 Classification of the farmland system vulnerability of Sanmenxia City.

Index\classification Extreme Severe Moderate Mild Slight

Index range >0.6 0.5–06 0.4–0.5 0.3–0.4 <0.3
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In Figure 7, the sensitivity index generally shows a

declining trend. In 2000–2017, the sensitivity index

declined from 0.22 to 0.06, a decrease of 71%. In

2000–2006, the sensitivity index showed a temporary

fluctuation. In 2001 and 2003, it experienced a low growth,

but these changes were not large, and it still remained at a high

level. In 2007–2012, the sensitivity index dropped sharply,

with this decline slowing down after 2013. The changing trend

in sensitivity of the farmland system reflects the significant

improvements in its stability, with the anti-interference ability

also improving.

4.2.3 Changes in adaptive capacity
The adaptive capacity characterizes the state and resilience of

the farmland system after being disturbed. Changes in adaptive

capacity determine the actual loss of farmland in the face of

various risks and are mainly affected by the resilience of the

farmland itself and human investment in farmland protection.

Although sensitivity can describe the state of the system, it

focuses on the system stability, while adaptive capacity focuses

on the description of the system’s resilience and indicates

sustainable development.

Figure 8 shows that in 2000–2017, the adaptive capacity

index of the farmland system showed a declining trend

from 0.29 to 0.1, a decrease of 66%, which suggests that its

capacity to withstand pressure to cope with risks was greatly

improved. Specifically, in 2000–2010, the adaptive capacity

index declined from 0.27 to 0.2, but the decline rate was

small, showing that the adaptive capacity of the

farmland system during this period improved rapidly; in

2010–2014, the adaptive capacity index rapidly declined;

after 2015, it increased, with a large fluctuation that

reflected the instability of the adaptive capacity. The

lower the adaptive capacity index, the lower the

vulnerability index of the farmland system, with a decline

in the adaptive capacity index indicating a corresponding

increase in resilience.

4.3 Analysis of the degree of vulnerability
changes

To reveal the regional differences in the vulnerability of the

farmland system in the districts and counties of Sanmenxia City,

the average value, standard deviation, coefficient of variation and

slope of change based on the vulnerability index of the farmland

system in each county and district in 2000–2017 were calculated.

The average value indicates the average level of farmland system

vulnerability during these years. The standard deviation and

coefficient of variation reveal the variation of the vulnerability

index of the farmland system in the time series of each district

and county. The trend slope fits the vulnerability index of the

farmland system against time and reflects the degree of

vulnerability changes in the time dimension as shown in

Figure 9. During this period, Mianchi County had the highest

coefficient of variation in the farmland system vulnerability index

at 0.251, followed by Lushi County at 0.198, with the lowest being

Yima City at only 0.106. Mianchi County and Lushi County had

the most significant changes in vulnerability of the farmland

system.

4.4 Spatial changes in vulnerability

To further explore the changes in vulnerability, we analyzed

the spatial differentiation characteristics of the vulnerability of

the farmland system in Sanmenxia City’s districts and counties.

We selected the four time periods of 2000, 2006, 2010 and 2016,

and used ArcGIS 10.3 for technical processing. Through data

visualization, it is possible to show the spatial changes in

vulnerability at the county scale.

From Figure 10, we can see that in 2000, the overall

vulnerability of the farmland system was relatively high, and

the level of vulnerability was severe. Specifically, the vulnerability

of the farmland system in Hubin and Shanzhou Districts in the

central region of Sanmenxia City was at an extreme level,

Mianchi County in the east was also at an extreme level, with

the extreme vulnerability area showing a concentrated and

contiguous trend. Lingbao City in the west, Lushi County in

the south and Yima City in the east were areas of severe

vulnerability.

In 2006, the overall vulnerability level declined. The

vulnerability index of the eastern and southern districts and

counties was relatively low, with most of themmoderate and only

Hubin District and Lingbao City being severe. The vulnerability

of Shanzhou District and Mianchi County declined from severe

to moderate in 2000, representing a significant decline. The

vulnerability of Yima City and Lushi County declined from

severe to moderate, and Lingbao City remained unchanged at

severe.

In 2010, the vulnerability of the farmland system was mostly

at a mild level. Apart from Hubin District and Yima City, the

FIGURE 6
Changes in the exposure of the farmland system in
Sanmenxia City.
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vulnerability of other districts and counties declined. Lingbao

City declined from severe in 2006 to mild, and Shanzhou District,

Mianchi County and Lushi County declined from moderate to

mild. The vulnerability of the farmland system in Sanmenxia City

experienced significant changes to the spatial pattern, forming

wide ranging low-value vulnerable areas.

In 2016, the spatial difference in vulnerability was more

obvious than in 2010, with some areas significantly improved.

The western and central regions had relatively high vulnerability

levels. Shanzhou District, Lingbao City and Yima City increased

from mild to moderate, while Hubin District declined from

moderate to mild, and Lushi County in the south changed

from mild to slight vulnerability.

4.5 Spatial distribution of dominant types -
District and county levels

There are two districts and four counties under the

jurisdiction of Sanmenxia City. The natural conditions and

the level of social and economic development vary greatly

between districts and counties; the spatial characteristics of

farmland system vulnerability are also different in the various

districts and counties. To further explain the factors that cause

these changes in vulnerability, we used the contribution degree

model. Using its formula, we calculated the contribution degree

of the contribution factors to farmland system vulnerability in

each district and county; the sum of the contribution rate of the

three dimensions of exposure, sensitivity and adaptive capacity

was 100%. Through comparing the contribution degree of the

three dimensions of each district and county with that of the

Sanmenxia City area, the dimension with the largest difference

was found to be the dominant level causing farmland system

vulnerability in each district and county to be significantly

different from that of the Sanmenxia City area. On the basis

of this, it can be judged that there are three main types of the

farmland system vulnerability at the county level: exposure

dominant (E), sensitivity dominant (S) and adaptive capacity

dominant (A). The changes in types of farmland system

vulnerability in districts and counties of Sanmenxia City in

2000–2016 are shown in Table 6.

We selected 4 years (2000, 2006, 2010, and 2016) in which to

compare the vulnerability dominant types. The results show that

Hubin District evolved from type E in 2000 into type A in

2006 and 2010, and then to type S in 2016. This indicates that

farmland system vulnerability in Hubin District first evolved

from exposure dominant into adaptive capacity dominant, and in

recent years, has been significantly influenced by sensitivity.

Shanzhou District was type A in 2000, evolving into type E in

2006, 2010, and 2016, indicating that the farmland system in

Shanzhou District has been greatly influenced by exposure

factors since 2000. The dominant types in Lingbao City were

all type E, indicating that exposure had the most significant

impact on the vulnerability of the farmland system in Lingbao

City. Yima City was type E in 2000, evolving into type A in 2006,

and then to type S in 2016, indicating that sensitivity was the

dominant factor leading to these changes in vulnerability during

this period. Mianchi County was type A in 2000 and type E in

2006, 2010 and 2016, indicating that vulnerability was

significantly influenced by exposure factors. Lushi County was

type A in 2000 changing to type E in 2010, and to type S in 2016,

indicating that changes in sensitivity exerted a major influence on

the vulnerability of the farmland system here.

5 Discussion

5.1 Influencing factors in the vulnerability
of the farmland system based on
correlation analysis

A bivariate correlation analysis of the vulnerability of the

farmland system in Sanmenxia City can reveal its key influencing

factors. Using SPSS bivariate correlation analysis, we analyzed

the correlation between the 26 indicators in the vulnerability

assessment system and the farmland system vulnerability index

FIGURE 7
Changes in the sensitivity of the farmland system in
Sanmenxia City.

FIGURE 8
Changes in the adaptive capacity of the farmland system in
Sanmenxia City.
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FIGURE 9
Degree of vulnerability changes in the farmland system in Sanmenxia City.

FIGURE 10
Spatial changes in vulnerability of the farmland system in Sanmenxia City.
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of Sanmenxia City to obtain the correlation coefficients of

26 vulnerability variables.

As indicated in Table 7, the changes in the vulnerability of the

farmland system were significantly correlated with 16 factors,

including X5 (per capita farmland), X6 (highway density), X7

(population density), X8 (urbanization rate), X9 (pesticide load

per unit of farmland), and X11 (mulching film load per unit of

farmland); the changes in the vulnerability of the farmland

system in Sanmenxia City were generally correlated with three

factors, namely, X10 (fertilizer load per unit of farmland), X18

(sewage treatment rate), and X26 (agricultural mechanization

level). Changes in vulnerability had little correlation with five

factors, including X1 (mean annual temperature), X2 (mean

annual rainfall), and X3 (annual drought days). These indicate

that in the Sanmenxia City area, many factors have a high

correlation with farmland system vulnerability.

Urbanization, land use intensity and agricultural pollution

are major factors influencing farmland system vulnerability.

In 2000–2017, Sanmenxia City’s farmland system remained in

a high exposure state and was subject to relatively high risks,

which were mainly due to human interference. According to

the correlation coefficient, climatic factors had little

correlation with the changes in the vulnerability of the

farmland system, while the correlation between population

density, urbanization rate, highway density and changes in

farmland system vulnerability was relatively high. With the

increase in population and the development of the social

economy, the demand for food is also increasing. In order

to ensure food production, farmers constantly increase the use

of pesticides, fertilizers and mulching films, which make

farmland pollution worse. The urbanization rate of

Sanmenxia City rose from 26.36% to 53.11% during these

TABLE 6 Changes in dominant types of farmland system vulnerability in districts and counties of Sanmenxia City.

Area\year Hubin district Shanzhou district Lingbao city Yima city Mianchi county Lushi county

2000 E A E E A A

2001 S E A E E S

2002 S A E S A A

2003 S E A A S A

2004 S E A A E A

2005 S E E A E A

2006 A E E A E S

2007 S E S A A E

2008 A E E E E E

2009 A S E S E S

2010 A A E S E E

2011 E E S S S S

2012 E S S S E E

2013 E E E S S E

2014 E E S S S E

2015 E S E E S E

2016 S E E S E S

TABLE 7 Correlation coefficients of vulnerability of the farmland system in Sanmenxia City.

Correlation
factor

Correlation
coefficient

Correlation
factor

Correlation
coefficient

Correlation
factor

Correlation
coefficient

Correlation
factor

Correlation
coefficient

X1 −0.134 X8 −0.901** X15 0.923** X22 0.904**

X2 0.280 X9 −0.898** X16 −0.649** X23 −0.923**

X3 0.101 X10 −0.554* X17 0.953** X24 0.899**

X4 −0.386 X11 −0.902** X18 0.524* X25 0.621**

X5 0.850** X12 −0.700** X19 0.923** X26 0.529*

X6 0.824** X13 0.608** X20 0.888**

X7 −0.893** X14 0.807** X21 −0.047

Note: * denotes that the variable is significantly correlated at the 0.05 level (2-tailed); ** indicates that the variable is significantly correlated at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
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18 years. The continuous advancement of urbanization and

the increase in urban population led to the rapid expansion of

urban construction. Some high-quality farmland around the

city is occupied, and the development of road traffic also

results in the expansion of construction land on both sides of

the road, in turn resulting in an increase in the intensive use of

farmland. Therefore, for the farmland system of Sanmenxia

City, high exposure is due to the stress of social factors on the

farmland, with natural factors having little correlation

with this.

The optimization of the farmland use structure and

improvements to the ecological environment can reduce the

sensitivity of the farmland system. The multiple cropping

index, forest coverage rate, and farmland ecosystem resilience

are highly correlated with changes in farmland system

vulnerability. The multiple cropping index of the farmland in

Sanmenxia City has declined over these 18 years from 1.58 to

1.38. The decline in the multiple cropping index shows that the

intensity of farmland use in the Sanmenxia area is falling and the

quality of farmland is poor. Proper fallowing is conducive to

improving the nutrient restoration of farmland and promoting

its sustainable use. The reduction in the intensity of farmland use

and the improvement in water-soil coordination ensure its

sustainable production capacity. The forest coverage rate of

Sanmenxia City rose from 36% to 51% during this period.

This increase not only improves the ecological environment,

but also plays a key role in maintaining water and soil and

conserving water resources, which is of utmost importance to the

stability of the ecosystem of the city, where there are large

mountainous and loess areas.

In 2000–2017, the adaptive capacity of the farmland

system gradually fell, which means that actual losses

suffered when faced with various risks are decreased. The

above analysis indicates that agricultural financial

expenditure, rural income per capita, employment levels in

primary industries, and agricultural output value have a

high correlation with the vulnerability of the farmland

system in the Sanmenxia City area. The increase in

expenditure by government on agriculture provides

advanced equipment and technology for agricultural

production and optimizes the use of farmland. From the

perspective of farmers, an increase in income from

farmland leads to improvements in farming technology,

more capital investment in the farmland system, and

increases in productivity. The decline in the employment

level in primary industries is mainly due to the decline in

the rural population, with most young and middle-aged

people going out to work. Most of those left behind are

elderly and unable to work. The loss of rural labor has

caused part of the farmland to be abandoned or left

unattended, leading to a waste of farmland resources. The

decrease in the number of people engaged in agriculture has

impacted on the adaptive capacity of the farmland system.

5.2 Influencing factors of farmland system
vulnerability

The development of vulnerability theory is already

advanced, but there are still few studies on farmland

system vulnerability. As a complex SES, the farmland

system faces the dual interferences of human activity and

natural elements. Since research on these issues is

comprehensive, the construction of farmland system

vulnerability indicators is inevitably limited. However, this

research has the following limitation: when assessing the

vulnerability of the farmland system in Sanmenxia City,

constructing the indicator system is problematic due to the

incompleteness and inaccessibility of some data. For example,

it is difficult to obtain continuous data on soil quality and soil

erosion conditions that can characterize the transitional

characteristics of the Loess Plateau. Consequently, this

research does not cover all the variables reflecting the level

of ecological vulnerability, and the evaluation results caused

by the vulnerability of the farmland system might be different

from the actual results.

The dimensions in the social-ecological framework are

often spatial or temporal; it is also recognized that supralocal

and current events may influence the outcomes of social-

economic status (Pulver et al., 2018). In the cross-scale

interaction model, the fine-scale process can affect a wide

spatial range or a long time period, or the large-scale drivers

can interact with the fine-scale to determine the system

dynamic process (Peters et al., 2007). Cross-scale

interactions are considered to be the basis for the

transformation of cascade mechanisms (Rocha et al., 2018)

and are increasingly seen to have important implications for

ecosystem processes, although the complexity of SES poses

significant challenges to understanding these interactions

(Ting et al., 2020). This research on the vulnerability of the

farmland system in Sanmenxia City area has wider significance

for the study of other large-scale farmland systems. Our

research has shown that the regional farmland system has

the same characteristics of significant vulnerability as the

large-scale SES. Although regional small-scale research has

particularities and limitations, natural factors with large-scale

characteristics, such as temperature, precipitation, drought and

floods, have little effect on the vulnerability of the farmland

system, indicating that a local balance can be achieved through

an adaptive mechanism in the long-term evolution process;

human factors are a key process driving these system changes.

This result is also consistent with the fact that there have been

frequent extreme weather disasters in China in recent years,

although food production has not decreased. It should be noted

that this paper studies the vulnerability of farmland ecosystems

in the study area in a short time span and pays little attention to

the interaction between regions and elements. Future studies

could feasibly focus on the vulnerability of farmland systems at
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different scales and in different regions, in order to explore the

cascading regime of cross-scale farmland system interaction. In

this case, a dynamic protection mechanism for the farmland

SES could provide countermeasures for solving and preventing

the issues of sustainable utilization of farmland.

From the above analysis, it is seen that as a complex

system, SES has many factors that affect its stability. It is

not enough to evaluate the vulnerability of SES. It is clear that

the main risks faced by the farmland system in the Sanmenxia

City area are due to the pressure caused by rapid social and

economic development, while the influence of natural

factors is not significant. Avoiding these risks is an effective

means of controlling the vulnerability of the farmland

system. Thus, when formulating farmland policies, the

Sanmenxia municipal government and functional

departments should control them from the macro level,

ensuring overall awareness, and providing guidance for the

formulation of policies in all districts and counties under their

jurisdiction.

The results show the feasibility of the evaluation of

farmland vulnerability in a fine scale system. First, the index

system is constructed. In addition to referring to the relevant

research results, our research group also visited Sanmenxia City

and the functional departments of counties and districts in July

2016 and March 2017 to collect data and conduct interviews.

Experts from Sanmenxia Land Bureau, Agriculture Bureau and

the Farmland Protection Bureau were invited to mark the index

comparison matrix constructed by AHP. Based on these data

and expert interviews, combined with the specific situation of

farmland use in Sanmenxia City, the evaluation index system is

set. Although this may deviate from existing research results, it

is closer to the local situation. Second, the entropy weight

method used in this paper is relatively weak in correlation

compared with the set pair analysis and pairwise analysis.

However, it solves the overall problem of the system. Due to

limited space, this paper does not explore further the

correlation between indicators. Third, the consistency of

land use data is mainly due to the large difference between

image interpretation data and annual change data. The

indicators in the paper are calculated based on the data

integrated in each year, and the calculation results are closer

to the actual situation in the study area.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, the vulnerability theory and evaluation method

are applied to the study of the farmland system, and the VSD

research framework of the farmland system is constructed. The

results show that:

(1) In 2000–2016, the vulnerability index of the farmland system

in Sanmenxia City showed an overall downward trend,

declining from extreme to mild vulnerability. In terms of

the three dimensions of farmland system vulnerability,

exposure showed an increasing trend, reflecting the fact

that both interferences and risks for the farmland system

were greater. However, the sensitivity index fluctuated,

indicating that the actual loss of the farmland system in

dealing with various risks was reduced. The adaptive capacity

index showed a declining trend as well, indicating that the

ability of the farmland system to withstand stress and deal

with risks was greatly improved. Data analysis showed that

the increase in the exposure index of the farmland system is

much lower than the decrease in the sensitivity and adaptive

capacity indexes. Therefore, despite the increase in risks and

disturbances, the overall vulnerability of the farmland system

still decreases.

(2) In terms of the spatial distribution, the vulnerability of the

farmland system in the districts and counties of Sanmenxia

City is unevenly distributed as it is higher in the central and

western regions and lower in the south. Overall vulnerability

shows a declining trend from “high in the central and eastern

regions and low in the southwest” in 2000 to “high in the

central and western regions and low in the southeast”

in 2016.

(3) The main factors influencing the vulnerability of the

farmland system in Sanmenxia City are the sensitivity and

adaptive capacity of human social and economic activities

and the capacity of the farmland system to cope with stress.

Population growth and rapid urbanization are the main risk

factors for the farmland system in Sanmenxia City, as they

place great pressure on the intensity of farmland use.

However, the increase in agricultural financial investment

and farmers’ incomes results in higher agricultural

production, farming technology and factor input intensity,

so the farmland system becomes less sensitive to the threat of

risks. The implementation of regional agricultural policies,

changes in agricultural production factors, farming

technology inputs, and farming intensity provide support

for the stable operation of the farmland system, enabling

farmland to be more resilient to risk stress.
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